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A B S T R A C T

Background: While methamphetamine (MA) and alcohol are often used in combination, little is known about the pattern of co-use between these substances. The goal of the present study is to examine the relationship between MA use and alcohol use in a community sample of non-treatment seeking regular MA users.

Methods: Participants completed a face-to-face assessment battery, which included a diagnostic interview for MA dependence and the timeline follow-back interview for both alcohol and MA use over the past 30 days. Sixty regular MA and alcohol users supplied data for 1800 person-days.

Results: Compared with non-drinking days, drinking days and binge drinking days increased the odds of same day MA use by 4.22 and 4.50 times, respectively (p’s < 0.0001). Further, binge drinking incrementally increased risk for MA use above and beyond the effects of drinking itself (p < 0.0001). Lagged models revealed previous day MA use to predict following day MA use (p < 0.0001), yet, after controlling for this relationship, neither previous day alcohol use nor previous day binge drinking predicted following-day MA use. Finally, the effect of binge drinking on MA use was stronger among individuals with lower MA dependence severity or higher alcohol problem severity (p’s < 0.05).

Conclusions: These results suggest that alcohol and MA are co-used in predictable patterns, and in particular, that binge drinking may be incrementally associated with the likelihood of MA use. Future studies are needed to explore the temporal relationship between alcohol and MA use within a given episode.

© 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Methamphetamine (MA) use remains a significant public health concern in the United States and worldwide. Estimates from 2012 suggest over 12 million people in the United States have used MA in their lifetimes and 1.2 million people (0.4%) reported using MA in the past year (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2013). Amphetamine-type simulants, of which MA is the most frequently used, were found to be the second most commonly used class of illicit drugs worldwide (UNODC, 2012). Furthermore, chronic MA use is associated with increased risk for a number of serious health problems, including psychiatric disorders (e.g., depression, psychosis, etc.), abnormal brain morphology and function, and cardiovascular disease (Darke et al., 2008; Panenka et al., 2012). Given that chronic, heavy alcohol use is also associated with a host of negative health consequences (Harwood, 2000), the consistent co-use of alcohol and MA may exacerbate the health risks of each substance alone. Therefore, understanding patterns of alcohol and MA co-use may have important implications for intervention and public health.

While a paucity of studies to date have examined the co-use of MA and alcohol, the few that have done so indicated a positive association between these substances in cross-sectional epidemiological designs and laboratory-based experimental studies. For example, individuals reporting frequent alcohol intoxication are five times more likely to report using MA as compared to non-drinkers (Furr et al., 2000) and MA use is more frequent among individuals with higher severity of alcoholism (Caetano and Weisner, 1995). Among college students, heavier alcohol consumption is associated with the co-use of alcohol and a psychostimulant
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(i.e., cocaine or methylphenidate; Barrett et al., 2006). Additionally, frequent alcohol use (>16 days in the past month) is associated with greater odds of psychotic symptoms among chronic MA users (McKetin et al., 2013). And while the biological mechanisms mediating the acute response to alcohol and MA co-use remain unclear, the concurrent administration of MA and alcohol produces greater changes in cardiovascular function and subjective ratings of drug effects compared to either drug taken alone (Mendelson et al., 1995; Kirkpatrick et al., 2012).

In summary, the available epidemiologic data suggest a significant association between MA use and alcohol co-use, primarily that heavy and frequent drinkers are more likely to use MA. Additionally, the experimental findings, while limited, indicate that the co-administration of MA and alcohol may produce synergistic cardiovascular and subjective effects, thereby simultaneously and problematically potentiating the reinforcing and hazardous effects of each drug. However, most studies to date examining the prevalence of MA and alcohol co-use have been cross-sectional. Thus, the pattern and predictive relationship of MA and alcohol co-use within a given day or across multiple days remains unknown. Finally, as the majority of clinical trials for MA dependence have excluded alcohol dependent participants or did not report data on alcohol use (e.g., Anderson et al., 2012; Galloway et al., 2011; Rawson et al., 2004) and most studies reporting the co-use rates of these substances have been in community samples, there is limited information available on the relationship between alcohol and MA use among regular MA users. Therefore, the goal of this study is to examine the relationship between MA use and alcohol use in non-treatment seeking regular MA users who report regular alcohol consumption. Designs which analyze data at the level of individual days for each participant can determine whether days in which co-use of MA and alcohol occur more frequently than would be expected by chance and also reduce confounds that typically affect cross-sectional epidemiological studies, such as socio-demographic and environmental factors. Logistic multilevel models were conducted to test whether (a) alcohol use and MA use were correlated on a given day, and (b) previous day alcohol use or binge drinking was predictive of following day MA use. A secondary aim of this study was to account for severity of MA and alcohol use problems as plausible moderators of the relationship between alcohol and MA co-use.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants and procedures

Non-treatment seeking MA users (N=126; 33 females) were recruited from the Los Angeles community via print and online advertisements as part of a larger study investigating the effects of naltrexone and response to MA in the laboratory. The study protocol and all related procedures were approved by the University of California, Los Angeles Institutional Review Board. Initial study eligibility was determined via telephone interview. Inclusion criteria included: (1) self-reported use of MA; and (2) age between 18 and 50. Exclusion criteria included: (1) currently in treatment for MA use problems or currently seeking treatment; (2) self-reported history of bipolar disorder or any other major psychiatric disorder; (3) self-reported use of drugs other than MA, alcohol, or marijuana; or (4) serious medical conditions or self-reported use of contraindicated medications for the parent study (e.g., opioids).

After the initial telephone screening interview, participants were invited to the laboratory for an in-person screening session from which data were collected. After providing written informed consent, participants provided a urine sample for a toxicology screen. Participants with a positive toxicology screen for drugs other than MA or marijuana were excluded from the screening session (N=6), and a small number of participants self-withdrew from the screening session (N=3). In addition, 57 participants reported drinking less than monthly in the last year and were thus excluded from analyses resulting in a final sample of N=60 (13 females).

2.2. Individual difference measures

The following individual questionnaire and interviews were administered during the study: (1) the 30-day timeline follow-back (TLFB) was administered in interview format to capture daily MA and alcohol use over the 30 days prior to the visit by trained masters level clinical psychology graduate students (Sobell et al., 1988); (2) the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) was also administered by a masters’ level clinician to assess criteria for MA dependence and abuse (First, 2005); and (3) the self-report alcohol use disorders identification test (AUDIT) was administered in order to assess for drinking severity with a cutoff score of 8 being used to identify hazardous alcohol use (Allen et al., 1997). Participants also completed a smoking history questionnaire and alcohol consumption questionnaire (Giovannucci et al., 1991) measuring cigarette smoking and general alcohol use, respectively. Lastly, participants completed a demographics questionnaire reporting, among other variables, age, sex, and level of education, in addition to the Beck depression inventory-II (BDI-II; Beck et al., 1996) and the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI; Beck and Steer, 1990) to assess for symptoms of depression and anxiety, respectively.

2.3. Data analytic strategy

To improve the clinical applicability of our results, alcohol use variables included a binary drinker variable (drink: coded 0 for non-drinking day, 1 for drinking day), and a binary daily binge drinking variable (binge: coded 0 for four [three for women] or fewer drinks, and 1 for five [four for women] or more drinks on a given day). Given the lack of reliability regarding a quantitative index of retrospective MA use quantity, MA use was coded as a binary variable indicating whether or not MA was used at all on a given day (MA Use: coded 1 or 0, respectively). Binary MA use on a given day was the primary outcome in all analyses presented. Owing to a binary outcome variable and daily data nested within individuals, a series of logistic multilevel models were implemented using PROC GLIMMIX in SAS version 9.4 for Windows with Satterthwaite approximated degrees of freedom. Odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals were computed as indicators of effect size. Initial models examined main effects of drinking and binge drinking on likelihood of same day MA use on concurrent days. Clinically relevant person-level covariates included MA abuse/dependence symptom count derived from the SCID (Count), severity of alcohol use problems indicated by square root-transformed (to improve normality) AUDIT score (AUDIT). The effect of all covariates was examined after a statistically significant main effect was observed in order to determine whether the risk associated with alcohol use would survive statistical control while providing accurate assessments of overall main effects. A series of lagged models were conducted to examine whether alcohol use on a prior day was associated with a greater likelihood of MA use on the following day after controlling for previous day MA use, or vice versa (e.g., MA use on previous day predicting alcohol use subsequently, controlling for previous day alcohol use). Lastly, MA SCID Count and AUDIT score were investigated as potential moderators of concurrent and lagged MA and alcohol use associations.

3. Results

3.1. Sample characteristics

Demographic and other descriptive data for the final study sample (N=60) are presented in Table 1. On average, participants endorsed 5.68 (SD = 2.55, range: 0–11) DSM-IV symptoms of MA abuse and dependence and used MA on 17.00 (SD = 8.87) of the previous 30 days. Data on preferred route of MA administration was available for 52 subjects, the vast majority of whom identified smoking as their preferred route (71%) with 19% preferring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1:</th>
<th>Sample characteristics (N = 60).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BDI-II</strong></td>
<td>11.82 (9.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAI</strong></td>
<td>8.95 (9.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age of first MA use</strong></td>
<td>23.27 (8.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years of education</strong></td>
<td>12.52 (3.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current AUD</strong></td>
<td>28.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifetime AUD</strong></td>
<td>36.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-smoker</strong></td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–9 Cigarettes per day</td>
<td>46.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 Cigarettes per day</td>
<td>28.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly marijuana use</td>
<td>56.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meth SCID symptom count</td>
<td>5.68 (2.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIT score</strong></td>
<td>Raw 10.52 (8.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sqrt transformed</strong></td>
<td>3.00 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
snorting, and the remaining 10% preferring intravenous injection. Mean number of drinking days over the past 30 days was 11.67 (SD = 9.95), with an average of 4.88 (SD = 3.33) standard drinks per drinking day. On average, participants binged drank on 4.87 (SD = 6.72) of the past 30 days and had an AUDIT score of 10.52 (SD = 8.50, range: 1–35, square-root transformed and centered range: −2.00–2.91). 53% of subjects reported an AUDIT score ≥8, which is indicative of a hazardous pattern of alcohol use (Allen et al., 1997). Only one subject reported frequent (i.e., weekly) use of three (or more) substances, specifically marijuana, methamphetamine, and MDMA. Thus this sample represents a population of MA users for whom MA is their drug of choice. Furthermore, considerable variability was found with respect to smoking status (Table 1), thus additional models were conducted to assess the impact of smoking status on these results. Overall no significant differences were observed between smoking groups in terms of number of drinking days (F(2,57) = 2.39, p = 0.10), percentage binge drinking days (F(2,57) = 0.33, p = 0.72), or number of MA using days (F(2,57) = 0.40, p = 0.67). All results reported below were remained significant after controlling for smoking status.

3.2 Concurrent alcohol and MA use

Analyses revealed that both drinking any alcohol (B = 1.44, SE = 0.16, p < 0.0001, OR = 4.22, 95% CI: 3.07–5.79) and binge drinking (B = 1.50, SE = 0.20, p < 0.0001, OR = 4.50, 95% CI: 3.02–6.70) were associated with a significant increase in the likelihood of concurrent MA use. Furthermore, a multivariate model revealed that binge drinking was associated with an incremental increase in MA use likelihood over and above the effect of drinking in general (Drink: B = 1.10, SE = 0.19, p < 0.0001, OR = 3.00, 95% CI: 2.07–4.35; binge: B = 0.79, SE = 0.24, p = 0.001, OR = 2.20, 95% CI: 1.37–3.51, Fig. 1). Controlling for Count and AUDIT score did not impact the results presented in terms of either significance or magnitude. Age, sex, BDI–II, BAL, years of education, and age of first MA use were not significantly associated with the likelihood of MA use (p’s > 0.15), and statistically controlling for these factors did not alter the impact of alcohol use factors on the likelihood of MA use.

In the full sample of regular MA users (N = 117), which included participants who reported zero drinking days, the results were marginally smaller in magnitude, yet the pattern of statistical significance was identical to the final sample of regular drinkers (univariate drink: B = 1.24, SE = 0.15, p = 0.0001, OR = 3.46, 95% CI: 2.55–4.68; univariate binge: B = 1.33, SE = 0.20, p < 0.0001, OR = 3.78, 95% CI: 2.56–5.57; multivariate model: drink: B = 0.94, SE = 0.18, p < 0.0001, OR = 2.57, 95% CI: 1.80–3.67; binge: B = 0.70, SE = 0.23, p < 0.01, OR = 2.01, 95% CI: 1.27–3.18).

3.3 Lagged effects of alcohol and MA use

To test whether previous day alcohol use or binge drinking was predictive of following day MA use, a series of lagged models was conducted. In univariate models, previous day drinking (B = 0.62, SE = 0.15, p < 0.0001, OR = 1.87, 95% CI: 1.38–2.52) and binge drinking (B = 0.65, SE = 0.19, p < 0.0001, OR = 1.92, 95% CI: 1.33–2.78) were each significant predictors of following day MA use. However, neither effect survived controlling for previous day MA use (p’s ≥ 0.06). Previous day MA use was significantly predictive of following day alcohol use (B = 1.22, SE = 0.13, p < 0.0001, OR = 3.39, 95% CI: 2.65–4.34), and this result was unaffected by controlling for alcohol use variables. Similarly, previous day MA use was predictive of following day alcohol use (B = 0.50, SE = 0.15, p = 0.001, OR = 1.66, 95% CI: 1.23–2.23) and following day binge drinking (B = 0.43, SE = 0.18, p = 0.05, OR = 1.54, 95% CI: 1.07–2.20); however, neither of these effects survived controlling for previous day alcohol use (p’s ≥ 0.23).

3.4 Moderation by MA severity and alcohol problem severity

As an exploratory aim, a series of models were conducted to examine whether Count and AUDIT moderated effects reported thus far. Results revealed a significant interaction between Count and binge drinking on likelihood of MA use (Count × binge: B = −0.28, SE = 0.94, p < 0.01, Fig. 2). This interaction was such that, on binge drinking days, MA symptom count was negatively associated with likelihood of MA use (B = −0.27, SE = 0.12, p < 0.05, OR = 0.76, 95% CI: 0.60–0.97), yet no simple effect of Count was observed on non-binge drinking days (B = 0.01, SE = 0.10, p = 0.94, OR = 1.01, 95% CI: 0.83–1.22). In the same model, a significant interaction between AUDIT and binge drinking was observed (AUDIT × binge: B = 0.42, SE = 0.18, p = 0.05, Fig. 3). This interaction indicated that on binge drinking days there was a significant positive simple effect of AUDIT on MA use likelihood (B = 0.51, SE = 0.25, p < 0.05, OR = 1.66, 95% CI: 1.01–2.75), yet no simple effect of AUDIT was found on non-binge days (B = 0.08, SE = 0.20, p = 0.67, OR = 1.09, 95% CI: 0.73–1.62). To confirm the presented results were not due
to sampling bias, all of the previously described analyses were repeated in the full sample of 117 (i.e., without excluding participants based on alcohol use) and the substantive findings did not differ in terms of statistical significance. Of note, the interaction between MA count and binge remained significant when AUDIT was removed from the model ($B = -0.21, \text{SE} = 0.09, p < 0.05$); however the AUDIT $\times$ binge interaction did not survive removal of MA symptom count ($p = 0.18$).

4. Discussion

To address the gap in knowledge on patterns of MA and alcohol co-use, the present study examined the relationship between MA use and alcohol use in a community sample of non-treatment seeking regular MA users. Using the timeline follow-back as an interview-based retrospective indicator of alcohol and MA use over the past 30 days, this study found that among regular MA users, odds of MA use were 3.0 times greater on days when alcohol was consumed as compared to non-drinking days, and binge drinking was associated with a further multiplicative increase of 2.2 times (i.e., odds of MA use on binge drinking days was 6.6 times greater than on non-drinking days). These results suggest that alcohol use, and binge drinking in particular, is likely to co-occur with MA use and this co-use may be clinically relevant for the treatment of MA use disorders. To better understand this relationship, and in particular the causal pathway underlying associations of co-use, future studies should examine the temporal relationship between alcohol use and MA use within a given drug use episode.

While alcohol use was associated with a significant and large increase in likelihood of MA use on the same day, in lagged analyses there was no association between previous day alcohol use on MA use likelihood the following day after controlling for previous day MA use, or vice versa. Likely reflecting the multiple day bingeing pattern commonly associated with MA use (Cho et al., 2001), previous day MA use was significantly predictive of following day MA use, and this result was unaffected by controlling for alcohol use variables. Specifically, individuals' odds of MA use were 3.37 times greater on a given day if they endorsed using MA the previous day. While preliminary, these results suggest that previous day alcohol use may not be a risk factor for MA use over and above the effect of previous day MA use. These results may also indicate that any causal effect of alcohol use on motivation to use MA (or vice versa) are short lived and are perhaps most robust immediately following the initiation of substance use, while the subjective effects of the initial substance are still being experienced. This explanation may be related to the ability of concurrent MA and alcohol use to both magnify the pleasurable subjective effects of each substance and reduce the unwanted behavioral effects of one substance (e.g., MA to reduce alcohol-related sedation; alcohol to reduce MA-related insomnia; Kirkpatrick et al., 2012). Future studies should elucidate the within-episode relationship between alcohol and MA use, which may ultimately be more informative than lagged analyses of sequential day-to-day effects.

As an exploratory aim, this study examined whether severity of alcohol and MA use/problems moderated the effect of alcohol use. This may be an important question in order to identify those for whom the association between MA and alcohol use may be strongest, and thus most clinically meaningful. Analyses revealed that the likelihood of MA use increased more steeply on binge drinking days, versus non binge drinking days, among individuals reporting lower levels of MA dependence. A related finding suggested that the likelihood of MA use on binge drinking days, versus non binge drinking days, was stronger among individuals with higher AUDIT scores. In other words, the concurrent association between binge drinking and MA use was stronger among individuals with lower MA dependence severity and those with higher alcohol problem severity. It may be that for individuals at higher levels of MA dependence severity their use of MA is more habitual and therefore less likely to be influenced by external factors such as alcohol use or other environmental conditions (Everitt and Robbins, 2005). Likewise, individuals at higher levels of alcohol problems (i.e., higher AUDIT scores) may be more sensitive to the effects of alcohol in precipitating MA use or vice versa. Of note however our results suggested that MA count is a robust moderator of the effect of binge drinking on MA use likelihood (i.e., remained significant after AUDIT was removed from the model), whereas the moderating effect of AUDIT score was dependent on controlling for severity of MA dependence.

Outside of cross-sectional epidemiological reports, relatively little research has been conducted on the predictive patterns of use between alcohol and illicit drugs, especially in a treatment setting. For example, both pharmacological and psychosocial clinical trials for MA dependence have often excluded participants with alcohol dependence or not examined alcohol use during the trial (Anderson et al., 2012; Elkashef et al., 2007; Galloway et al., 2011; Rawson et al., 2004), although there are exceptions. (e.g., Roll et al., 2006). Because of this, the role of alcohol use and binge drinking on MA treatment outcomes is largely unknown. As alcohol use has been shown to be temporally and incrementally predictive of smoking relapse, this may not be a trivial matter (Anthony and Echegaray-Wagner, 2000; Kahler et al., 2010; Shiffman, 1986; Shiffman et al., 1997). Heavy drinking smokers are four times more likely to experience a smoking lapse in the context of a drinking episode and eight times more likely to lapse in the context of a binge drinking episode (Hendricks et al., 2012; Kahler et al., 2010). If a similar risky pattern of alcohol and MA co-use is observed in a clinical trial setting, we speculate that alcohol use could also be a risk factor for MA lapse and thus, a potentially important clinical consideration in the context of MA treatment.

While these novel results suggest that alcohol use, particularly in a binge drinking pattern, is associated with greater likelihood of MA use, several strengths and limitations of the present study must be considered when interpreting these findings. Strengths include a well-characterized community sample of regular MA users and the use of sophisticated data analytic strategies that allow for identification of co-use patterns within a given day and at the level of individual subjects. The 30-day TLFB procedures are well suited for this study by providing a well-validated measure.
of alcohol and MA use while also generating multiple observations per subject, thereby increasing statistical power to detect within subject effects. Study limitations include the cross-sectional and retrospective nature of the study design, as well as the lack of temporal resolution within a given episode of alcohol and/or MA use which precludes causal claims about the pattern of same day MA and alcohol co-use (i.e., did the episode start with alcohol or with MA, was there an intention to use MA, etc.). In addition, it is important to consider that a sizeable number of MA users (49%) recruited for this study did not endorse regular drinking (i.e., drinking at least once per month) and therefore were excluded from the analyses. Due to lack of studies describing the prevalence of MA and alcohol co-use in regular MA users, it is unclear whether this relatively high percentage of irregular drinkers is specific to our study sample or a generalizable trait of the MA-using population. Of note, we have repeated all analyses using the full sample who provided valid data (N = 117), and the significance and pattern of results remained unchanged. Thus, it is plausible that a significant number of MA users are not regular drinkers, but to the extent to which MA users report alcohol use, our findings suggest that alcohol use increases the odds of MA use by 4.22 times, as compared with non-drinking days, and the likelihood of MA use is further exacerbated by the occurrence of binge drinking. Furthermore, as only alcohol and MA use was collected during the TLFB, we cannot exclude the possibility that other common substances of abuse (e.g., nicotine and marijuana) may also be associated with MA use. Future research into the within-subjects relationship between the co-use of other commonly-used drugs and MA is warranted. Finally, though this paper is novel by being one of the first to establish the link between naturalistic patterns of contemporaneous co-use of MA and alcohol, it will be important for future research to examine factors that may drive co-use in the natural environment.

In conclusion, this study advances the literature by suggesting that alcohol and MA may be co-used in predictable patterns, particularly under conditions of binge drinking. In addition, this association appears to be stronger among individuals with low MA dependence severity and those with higher levels of alcohol problems. If supported by future studies, these findings may inform interventions to reduce MA use by suggesting that alcohol use should also be targeted. In fact, programs such as the community reinforcement approach (CRA) for cocaine dependence routinely address alcohol use by requiring compliance with Disulfiram treatment for alcohol dependence during engagement in CRA for cocaine dependence (Higgins et al., 2003), and it remains to be determined whether a similarly alcohol-focused program would be effective in treating MA dependence.
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